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People can download WhatsApp for the Nokia Asha for free, following the over-the-air
software update that will start to roll out this week.
Supported devices. Important: For Nokia S40, you can no longer create new accounts nor
reverify existing accounts. Nokia Asha Nokia Asha Learn about supported devices on:
Android iPhone Windows Phone. Was this article.
Software Update is available for Nokia Asha which brings a whole set of goodies along with
the support for WhatsApp messenger. show up in your phone, you can use this alternative
method to update your Asha via your PC. After tryin to update my nokia asha to a new
software so it could support whatsapp it got completely black and it wont switch on what do i.
Dear Team, I was using Nokia Asha (dual sim). and my whatsapp was working on it till , but i
reset my phone due to its slow. New update for Asha brings Whatsapp support, Camera &
social Over other apps available from Nokia Store, including Line. The Asha also features
support for Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync after the update. At Nokia World, the Finnish
giant promised that it will. Are you a Nokia Asha user? Well, a software update is on its way
to your device. The update brings a slew of new features including.
Scroll down to Step 1 to learn how to connect your Nokia Asha phone to your Head to this
address: phma.com WhatsApp will now be available on the new Nokia Asha platform, starting
Asha will be the first device on the Asha Platform to support.
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